Non-Surgical Management of Lingual Hemangioma by Combined Sclerotherapy and Cryotherapy
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ABSTRACT

Hemangioma is frequently seen benign tumour of vascular origin, typed into capillary and cavernous hemangiomas based on the nature of vessels in the lesion. Capillary hemangioma is a collection of small capillary-size vessels and shows lobule formation. Cavernous hemangioma is formed by the large dilated vessels and it can reach a large size. The hemangioma can cause aesthetic and functional problems when it is located on the tongue. Several treatment modalities including sclerotherapy, embolisation, laser surgery, and cryosurgery have been described. Here, we are reporting a case of a 12-year boy diagnosed with a hemangioma on the left lateral border of the tongue using ultrasonography with color Doppler application and treated non-surgically with sclerotherapy and cryotherapy.
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INTRODUCTION

The term vascular lesions include conditions resulting from the abnormal position, structure, or number of the blood vessels.¹ Classification by the International Society for the Study of Vascular Anomalies has differentiated between the two major types of vascular aberrations; vascular malformations and vascular tumours.² Vascular tumours are differentiated from the vascular malformations by their clinical appearance, radiological characteristics, pathological features, and biological behavior.³ Vascular malformations stem from quiescent endothelium. Conversely, vascular tumours like hemangioma are the result of the benign proliferation of endothelial cells of vascular origin and relatively rare on the tongue. Hemangiomas are divided into either capillary or cavernous types.⁴ Capillary hemangioma is formed by small capillary-size vessels that organize in a lobular form. On the other hand, cavernous hemangioma is comprised of dilated, large vessels, and can reach a large size.

The treatment modality for hemangioma depends upon the age/general condition of the patient and the size/characteristics of the lesion. Lesions of smaller size can be surgically excised while larger ones need non-surgical interventions like sclerotherapy, embolisation, laser surgery, and cryosurgery.⁵

The current report describes the case of a 12-year boy with hemangioma of the tongue diagnosed by using color Doppler ultrasonography and successfully treated with sclerotherapy and cryotherapy.

CASE REPORT

A 12-year boy presented to the Department of Oral Medicine and Radiology for the management of swelling at the lateral aspect of the tongue on the left side. The swelling was small in size initially and increased in size gradually over the past three years. There was no history of any associated symptoms or bleeding/discharge from the swelling. The medical history of the patient was unremarkable. The extraoral examination did not show any facial asymmetry or swelling. Moreover, no lymph nodes were palpable. The intraoral examination revealed solitary dome-shaped swelling present on the middle one-third of the left lateral border of the tongue with bluish-purple color (Figure 1A). It was 3×2 cm in dimensions with well-defined borders. The swelling surface appeared to have normal papillations. There was no limitation of tongue movement. On palpation, it was painless, fluctuant, non-reducible, and compressible with no pulsatility. On the chair-side diascopy test, blanching was noted.
Based on the clinical examination and chair-side investigation, a provisional diagnosis of hemangioma of the tongue was made. Subsequently, to confirm the diagnosis ultrasonography (USG) of the swelling was done with the color Doppler application. USG showed multiple hypoechoic areas with no evidence of calcification within the lesion thus, confirming the diagnosis of hemangioma (Figure 2a). On color Doppler application, it presented diffuse vascular signals within the lesion suggestive of arteriovenous malformation which means capillary as well as cavernous structure (Figure 2b). Parents were informed about the diagnosis, treatment options, risks, prognosis, and consent was taken. Later, the patient was treated with two cycles of intralesional sodium tetradecyl sulfate injection and cryotherapy using liquid nitrogen at an interval of two weeks. The lesion showed complete regression without any complica-

tion for four weeks after the second cycle. Tongue movements were normal and there was no change in speech and taste sensation (Figure 1b).

**DISCUSSION**

Vascular tumours like hemangiomas are soft tissue tumours that either present congenitally or manifest themselves later. They rarely occur in the tongue. In the case presented here, the patient had a hemangioma on the left lateral side of the tongue. Depending on the type of vascular tumours, they can either persist or regress on their own. Conversely, vascular malformations usually persist during the whole life. The management of vascular lesions depends upon many factors including their type. In the past, clinical and histological examinations of the lesion were the cornerstones of the diagnosis. However, recently imaging approaches particularly, ultrasound has demonstrated its utility for diagnosing oral cavity diseases. Therefore, in the current case report, USG was used with color Doppler application for the diagnosis.

Figure 1: (a) Deep bluish-colored dome-shaped lesion on the left lateral border of the tongue, and (b) Post-treatment image showing complete regression of the lesion at the one-month follow-up.

Figure 2: (a) Ultrasonographic image with hypoechoic areas with no evidence of calcification, and (b) Color Doppler application depicting areas in blue and red indicating hemangioma.
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case of intraoral lesions. Therefore, sclerotherapy combined with other modalities like cryotherapy is recommended. Hence, in our case sclerotherapy was augmented with cryotherapy.

The main principle of cryosurgery is cold-induced coagulative necrosis of the benign neoplastic tissue that usually requires the attainment of a minimal −15°C temperature. For the management of oral hemangioma, liquid nitrogen, delivered through probes/sprays, is used as a coagulating agent. In the current case, a probe was utilised for the delivery because of its limited targeted effect on the lesion. Also, the application of cryosurgery aids in the faster regeneration and minimal amount of nerve damage with lesser scar formation.

In conclusion, sclerotherapy combined with cryotherapy is a viable management option for vascular tumours like hemangioma on the tongue. In the current case, injection of sclerosing agent followed by the application of cryotherapy resulted in the faster and complete regression of the lesion hence, we were successful in accomplishing the patient’s aesthetic recovery by the non-surgical method.
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